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Nothing Bundt Cakes is a
retail bakery specializing in
“Bundt” cakes, offering 10
flavors and 4 sizes. They also
have many gift items
available to accompany
the cakes making someone’s
day special.
CoNtaCt iNfo

Sharon Hansen & Melissa
Hegarty, Owners
515-223-2239
mhegarty@nothingbundtcakes.com

www.nothingbundtcakes.com
1255 NW 128th Street
Suite 300
Clive, IA 50325

Nothing Bundt Cakes is not your ordinary bakery. Specializing in “Bundt”
cakes, they offer a variety of flavors and sizes including fun gift items to
make your day! Their team is dedicated to assisting a wide range of
customers looking for a unique way to exceed an event including
celebrations of birthdays, weddings and holiday events. Nothing Bundt
Cakes is proud to offer a variety of delicious treats, hoping their customers
are happy with both the product and experience at the bakery.
To find the perfect recipe, you first need the perfect ingredients which is
what the founders Dena Tripp and Debbie Shwetz were for each other.
In 1997, they joined forces, or better yet kitchens, to help make cakes
to entertain their friends and family. The cakes they made were
delicious, unlike anything anyone had tasted. As a result, their friends
and family asked them to entertain more and more. They quickly
realized this side project of theirs could be something more. There was
a gap in the world for delicious cakes, readily available, that didn't
compromise on their ingredients. Real eggs, butter and cream cheese;
nothing was too good to achieve perfection. And perfection are those
cakes, with slow melting bites, we all know and love.
Nothing Bundt Cakes became a Chamber member in November 2017.
Deciding to become a Clive Chamber member was an important step
growing in this community for the bakery. Mitch Benes gladly stated
Nothing Bundt Cakes wanted “to be a part of giving back to other local
businesses”, making Clive a stronger community all around.
Nothing Bundt Cakes takes great pride in their cake, made with the
highest quality ingredients and are made in house daily! Striving to
brighten the day of anyone who walks in the door, their staff is the first to
assist in making your SWEET dreams come true. They are excited to see
smiles on people’s faces when they first try Bundt Cakes for the first time!
To find out more about this tasty bakery visit
www.nothingbundtcakes.com.
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